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About the Book 

Mary Richards remains the iconic modern TV woman. Now 40 years since she 

first hit small screens with her sweet brand of female empowerment on The Mary Tyler 

Moore Show, she’s made it after all, and then some: The biggest female names in the 

most popular of pop culture cite her as their No. 1 role model, from Oprah Winfrey (who 

dedicated an entire episode to re-creating the Mary Tyler Moore set and reminiscing 

about dressing like Mary for her first TV jobs) to Tina Fey, who conceived her hit 30 

Rock as a postmodern take on the quintessential ’70s comedy. Joan Jett remade the 

indelible theme song, “Love is All Around,” into an apt punk-rock version. Indie rockers 

Weezer name-checked her in their hit “Buddy Holly.” The forces behind culture-shaping 

shows, from Friends to Ally McBeal to Sex and the City, cite Mary as inspiration, and for 

good reason: She was the first female TV character to feel real to the women watching—

because the forces who helped to shape her, many of them pioneering women writers, 

wove their very own lives and souls, the good and the bad, into the Mary we saw 

onscreen, and in the process made an impact on the future of television, and women’s 

lives, that continues to resonate today. Mary Richards navigated the tricky early years of 

feminism, stronger and edgier than Marlo Thomas’ That Girl before her, but softer and 

more accessible than Bea Arthur’s Maude after, coming out on top with one unforgettable 

beret-toss. 

Despite widespread perception, Mary Richards—the tremulous-but-brave, stylish 

heroine—was not the star who played her. Mary Richards was a 30-something woman 

anxious to find herself in the big city after leaving a deadbeat fiancé behind. Moore 

Here I'm tying it 
into several 
current(ish), big 
names, hoping to 
lure agents and 
editors right 
away with the 
feeling that this 
is history that's 
more relevant 
than ever (and 
that can be 
promoted to 
current, young 
audiences).
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herself was a businesswoman, the producing force behind her own show as well as hits 

like The Bob Newhart Show and Hill Street Blues; divorced, remarried, and a mother; 

and, as it turned out, a nice but pretty tough broad who battled diabetes and alcoholism 

during the show’s run. Mary Richards was not her creators, two veteran sitcom writers—

and married fathers—named James L. Brooks and Allan Burns. She was not, unlike 

several of her supporting characters and modern cohorts, based on anyone real. (Mary 

Tyler Moore’s Murray Slaughter and Lou Grant were straight from the newsroom Brooks 

used to work in; Maude’s fiercely feminist title character was based on creator Norman 

Lear’s wife.)  

So who was Mary Richards? A few parts predecessors like Marlo Thomas’ 

character in That Girl and Moore’s own Dick Van Dyke character, Laura Petrie; a few 

parts what the network could swallow (an early plan for her to be divorced was nixed); a 

few parts pushing the network’s boundaries (yes, she was on the pill); and, of course, at 

least one part beret-tossing independence.  

But her stories and quirks rang true only because of the women who wrote her 

life, week after week—women who, prior to The Mary Tyler Moore Show, toiled in male-

dominated writers’ rooms on shows such as The Monkees and Brooks and Burns’ Room 

222, or who were shut out of comedy altogether. Women who finally found a place 

where they could talk out their problems with other women and call it work, who could 

turn their struggles with dating and body image into plots that future Oprah Winfreys and 

Tina Feys tuned into, with rapt recognition, every week. That potent combination of 

foibles and strengths, setbacks and victories, would make the idea of women’s liberation 

We're getting 
hints of the story 
arc, including 
some juicy 
moments of 
conflict and 
controversy.
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easier to swallow for not only the world, but for the men who helped make her a success; 

it would make liberation seem more accessible to the women and girls watching her 

every move; and it would, in a sense, help to liberate the women who wrote her. 

In BECOMING MARY RICHARDS, Entertainment Weekly senior writer Jennifer 

Armstrong will explore what made the woman with the famous smile into an enduring 

icon, leading the way for the biggest female names in entertainment today. As Fifth 

Avenue, 5 A.M. did for Holly Golightly and Breakfast at Tiffany’s, this narrative account 

will take readers behind the scenes of TV’s first—and most enduring—feminist icon, 

chronicling the struggles behind her conception and introducing the strong characters 

who made her what she was. BECOMING MARY RICHARDS will explore how a 

character with a penchant for crying, a fear of standing up for herself, and an unbreakable 

habit of calling her boss “Mr.” became a feminist touchstone, thanks to the unlikely 

combination of forces that made her who she was. It will reveal, for the first time: 

• Why The Mary Tyler Moore Show had more female writers than any other show

at the time (and the first female comedy producer ever to win an Emmy solo),

and how their off-screen lives were far racier than even their boundary-pushing

heroine could’ve ever dreamed

• How women both behind-the-scenes and in front of the cameras—including

Cloris Leachman, Betty White, and Valerie Harper—had unprecedented

influence on the show and went on to careers that continue today (particularly

the unstoppable White)

Enough of a nod 
for now to who I 
am and what 
authority I have 
to write this 
story as well as 
my ability to 
promote the 
book.

This is a trick I 
like to use 
sometimes to 
highlight major 
"news" the book 
will break and 
hint at intriguing 
plot points 
quickly in the 
beginning, to be 
fleshed out later.
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• How Mary’s best friend, Rhoda, rose to her own cult-icon status (complete with

signature headscarves!)

• How the show made its gruffest cast member, Ed Asner, a proud women’s-

libber

• And how Mary Richards influenced a generation of women, including some of

the most influential names in modern pop culture, to make it on their own

Through new, exclusive interviews with the creators, writers, cast, and crew—as 

well as with those whose Mary Richards-worship inspired them to become some of 

today’s biggest comedians, writers, talk show hosts, and rock stars—BECOMING MARY 

RICHARDS will chronicle the making of an enduring icon from inside and out.  

The cast of characters includes the complex Mary Tyler Moore herself and her 

no-nonsense husband/producing partner, Grant Tinker; Mary Richards’ unassuming 

creators, family men Brooks and Burns; good ol’ boy theme song writer Sonny Curtis; 

pianist-turned-pioneering comedy writer Treva Silverman; proudly feminist Valerie 

Harper; the network suits who objected to everything from divorce to stating Mary’s age 

to moustaches; just-out-of-college playwright Marilyn Suzanne Miller and future 

bestselling author Gail Parent (Sheila Levine Is Dead and Living in New York City), both 

of whom joined the writing staff; and the script continuity woman who saved the show 

after a disastrous first taping.  

The girls who watched from home and emulated Mary’s every move included 

Sandra Bullock, Tina Fey, Joan Jett, Julia Louis-Dreyfus, Sarah Jessica Parker, Martha 

Plimpton, Oprah Winfrey, and future female writers for Saturday Night Live and Sex and 

This answers 
another major 
question agents 
and authors 
would likely 
immediately 
have: How on 
earth is she going 
to tell this story?
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the City. Together, their stories paint a nuanced, complicated picture of life in the 1970s 

for girls and women as they realized they could make it on their own, even in a world 

barely ready to admit it. 

BECOMING MARY RICHARDS will take readers from the heady offices of 

network powers to the living rooms where young female fans took notes on Mary 

Richards and plotted their fantastic futures, from the overheated studio where an audience 

sat stonefaced through The Mary Tyler Moore Show’s first run-through to the glowing 

parties celebrating its tremendous success. It will present the enduring TV idol as we’ve 

never seen her before, through the eyes and lives of those who made her and those who 

loved her.  

It's good to throw 
in a nice grand, 
sweeping 
statement with 
emotional impact 
right around here 
as the intro wraps 
up.
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About the Author 

Jennifer Armstrong cofounded www.SexyFeminist.com and has covered pop 

culture for nine years as a senior writer at Entertainment Weekly. She’s written cover 

stories on Desperate Housewives and Grey’s Anatomy, features about Tina Fey and Julia 

Louis-Dreyfus (among many others), essays about the fruitless search for the next Sex 

and the City, and analyses of the grand significance of Miley Cyrus. Her recent articles 

include a cover-story investigation of the state of gay teen characters on television, a 

behind-the-scenes report on the Teen Mom phenomenon, and commentary on abortion, 

teen sex, and rape plotlines in primetime (see links below). She also writes EW.com’s 

feminist blog ShePop  (http://popwatch.ew.com/category/misc/shepop/). On 

SexyFeminist, she’s extolled Megan Fox’s and Taylor Swift’s surprising feminist 

qualities, questioned the idea of female writers exploiting their sex lives to get noticed, 

and chronicled changing her life by canceling her wedding (just one more way Mary 

Richards was her role model).  

Her first book, Why? Because We Still Like You, a history and analysis of The 

Mickey Mouse Club, was published in hardcover by Grand Central in October 2010. 

(Booklist called it a “captivating cautionary tale” of child stardom; Library Journal 

praised its “light and deft touch” in weaving together the Mouseketeers’ history.) Her 

second book is The Feminist Bombshell, coauthored with Heather Wood Rudúlph and 

forthcoming from Mariner Books/Houghton Mifflin Harcourt in 2013.   

Before joining EW, she worked as a journalist for six years at various daily 

newspapers; she has a journalism degree with a sociology minor from Northwestern 

Now we get into 
more specifics 
on me, all 
focused on what 
I bring to this  
topic.
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University. Her work has also appeared in Glamour, Details.com, Chicago’s Sun Times, 

Salon.com, and the Huffington Post (http://www.huffingtonpost.com/jennifer-armstrong), 

as well as in two anthologies, Altared: Bridezillas, Bewilderment, Big Love, Breakups, 

and What Women Really Think About Contemporary Weddings (Vintage, 2007) and 

Coffee at Luke’s: The Ultimate Gilmore Girls Gabfest (BenBella, 2007). She lives in 

Park Slope, Brooklyn, and is the lead singer of the all-woman ’90s-homage band No 

Ambition. 

Select Bylines 

“Gay Teens on TV,” Entertainment Weekly, January 28, 2011 (pdf): 

http://www.box.net/shared/1zk232t53c 

“Teen Mom: How It Became the Most Addictive (And Important) Reality Show on TV),” 

Entertainment Weekly, October 1, 2010 (pdf): http://www.box.net/shared/fqlabxjhuk 

“‘Glee’ goes provocative for ‘GQ’ and we ask: Ugh, why?” EW.com, October 19, 2010: 

http://popwatch.ew.com/2010/10/19/glee-goes-provocative-for-gq-and-we-ask-ugh-

why/ 

“Debbie Gibson Wishes and Rockstar Dreams,” SexyFeminist.com, January 23, 2011: 

http://sexyfeminist.com/2011/01/23/debbie-gibson-wishes-and-rockstar-dreams/ 

“The Search for the Next Sex and the City,” Entertainment Weekly, February 15, 2008 

(pdf): http://www.box.net/shared/static/ta3as5br8r.pdf  

“Entertainer of the Year: Tina Fey,” Entertainment Weekly, Nov. 21, 2008 (pdf): 

http://www.box.net/shared/5hf2bdie9z 

A very select few 
personal details that 
give a glimpse of 
personality without 
going overboard.
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About the Market 

The Mary Tyler Moore Show boasted more than 20 million loyal fans in its 

heyday—all of whom are now a prime book-buying audience, Baby Boomers. But 

more importantly, the show also remains relevant in current pop culture four decades 

after it began and has gained legions of new, younger fans along the way, in addition to 

influencing many of the women who dominate pop culture today. Thus pop culture 

fanatics and empowered women alike—such as the 3.8 million viewers who tune into 

Oprah daily and the 2.7 million subscribers to O magazine—will revel in its behind-the-

scenes look at the construction of an enduring feminist TV icon and her impact on our 

lives. 

In just the last few years, Mary Tyler Moore stars Cloris Leachman and Betty 

White have enjoyed a resurgence in popularity among younger audiences. Leachman 

delighted fans with her antics on Dancing With the Stars and now steals scenes weekly 

on Fox’s cult hit comedy Raising Hope; White’s stardom has reached perhaps its highest 

levels ever, with her role in the blockbuster The Proposal, a successful Facebook 

campaign for her to host Saturday Night Live, and her current role on TVLand’s Hot in 

Cleveland. Their continuing popularity, too, will help to increase interest in a book about 

the show that made them stars. 

There are several major outlets for BECOMING MARY RICHARDS: 

• Bookstores: Women’s studies shelves and pop culture shelves

• Book groups: Female-focused groups will find plenty of fodder for discussion

about feminism, television, sex, and censorship

We want a sense of 
the specific market 
we're targeting. You 
don't want to say 
"this book is for 
everyone!" You 
want a clear 
demographic, with 
numbers to back it 
up.

Here you're helping them 
visualize this book's life in 
publication: Where, specifically, 
will it pop up, and how?
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• Online: Fan sites dedicated to The Mary Tyler Moore Show will serve as a key

outlet for continuous promotion; the author’s employer, EW.com, and her

women’s site, SexyFeminist.com, can promote the book to their targeted

audiences; the author’s personal site, JenniferMArmstrong.com, can serve as a

hub for book-related news; and there are opportunities on women’s, pop culture,

and nostalgia sites as well

• College bookstores: Possible partnership with women’s studies and media studies

classes
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About the Competition 

Recent books similar in nature include: 

Fifth Avenue, 5 A.M.: Audrey Hepburn, Breakfast at Tiffany’s, and the Dawn of the 

Modern American Woman by Sam Wasson, HarperStudio, 2010, $19.99hc, 231 pages. 

Wasson chronicles the making of a major female icon who still has an impact on 

today’s women and culture, Audrey Hepburn, just as BECOMING MARY RICHARDS 

will do for Mary Tyler Moore. The narrative structure reads almost like a novel, and 

brings behind-the-scenes characters to light, which BECOMING MARY RICHARDS will 

also do, simply tackling a different era, the 1970s, and focusing even more on how 

women helped to shape their own generation’s feminist icon. 

Easy Riders, Raging Bulls: How the Sex-Drugs-and-Rock ‘n’ Roll Generation Saved 

Hollywood by Peter Biskind, Simon & Schuster, 1998, $25hc, 512 pages.  

This blockbuster book reveals the riveting behind-the-scenes antics of the 1970s 

film industry—when auteurs like Martin Scorsese, Dennis Hopper, Francis Ford 

Coppola, and Steven Spielberg rose to power on a new director-centric system, a gritty 

aesthetic, and an ultra-artistic bent. BECOMING MARY RICHARDS will pull the curtain 

back on the TV industry of the same era, which was going through its own unique 

metamorphosis, with a focus on the women who were getting their shot at writing for TV 

for the first time. It will plumb the same rich time in pop cultural history that fascinated 

so many in Easy Riders, Raging Bulls, which also became an acclaimed documentary of 

This isn't as simple as it looks! You want to choose books that 
help editors and publishers imagine your approach, but more 
importantly you want books that share a similar audience and 
sold well. Then, in your capsule "book reports" here, you'll show 
how your book is the same (with a shared audience), but different 
(with a unique contribution). Look for bestsellers in your genre.
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the same name.  And it will similarly illuminate some of TV’s most influential players at 

the time, with a comprehensive list of fresh, revealing interviews. 

Live from New York: An Uncensored History of Saturday Night Live by Tom Shales & 

James Andrew Miller, Back Bay Books, 2002, $40hc, 566 pages. 

A look at another child of the ’70s—Saturday Night Live—mesmerized readers, 

becoming a national bestseller as well.  BECOMING MARY RICHARDS will also take an 

uncensored look at the shifting TV landscape of the Vietnam era, but will focus on the 

even more pervasive landscape of primetime and specifically this one influential 

comedy’s long-reaching effects on its audience and the culture at large. 

Pictures at a Revolution: Five Movies and the Birth of the New Hollywood by Mark 

Harris, Penguin Press, 2008, $27.95hc, 496 pages. 

Harris guides readers through the late-’60s films that were the precursors to those 

documented by Easy Riders, Raging Bulls. Through the stories behind such landmark 

movies as The Graduate and Bonnie and Clyde, he describes the seeds of bigger changes 

to come. This bestseller offers further proof of the public’s endless fascination with that 

tumultuous time in our history and backstage stories of the era. 
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About Publicity and Promotion 

The author can help to promote BECOMING MARY RICHARDS in several ways, 

with two major demographics as focal targets: pop culture fanatics eager to see how an 

icon is made from the very beginning; and women of all ages who idolize Mary Richards 

or her many pop cultural descendants, from Oprah to the ladies of Sex and the City.  

Print/Online Media 

Hundreds of websites and publications cover pop culture. BECOMING MARY 

RICHARDS can target two subsets: those dedicated to women’s issues and those that 

cover mass entertainment. The major players include: Slate’s XX blog and podcast, 

which analyze all things feminist; Feminist.com, a grassroots, user-generated community 

for feminists; Feministe.us, a longtime, traditional feminist blog; Feministing.com, the 

brainchild of Full Frontal Feminism author Jessica Valenti; Bitch.com and pop culture 

mag Bitch; BlogHer, the largest online collective of women’s blogs; Bust.com, Bust 

magazine, and its Girl Wide Web network; MsMagazine.com and the original feminist 

magazine itself, Ms.; Jezebel.com, the irreverent female offshoot of Gawker; iVillage, the 

web’s largest women’s site; EW.com; People.com; USA Today’s Pop Candy; 

PopCrunch; TVGuide.com; Fancast; and TVLine; among many others. 

Hundreds more websites and magazines address general women’s interests, 

including major players such as Glamour, Marie Claire, Cosmopolitan, Allure, and Elle. 

They’re also prime targets. The author’s own SexyFeminist.com has cultivated a loyal 

base of 11,000 users per month, and has been cited by prominent outlets such as The 

Here the focus 
is on what you 
can do to help, 
and what 
unique ideas 
you can offer 
because of your 
expertise in the 
topic. It is not 
time for a wish 
list of obvious 
or longshot 
ideas. (In other 
words, they are 
aware of the 
Today show. 
Telling them to 
pitch your book 
to the Today 
show helps no 
one.)
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Huffington Post, AlterNet, Arts & Letters Daily, Bookforum, and Bust. (Armstrong and 

SexyFeminist partner Heather Wood Rudúlph were named “women in media to watch in 

2011” by media blogger Scott Bryant, and the site was named one of the five best 

feminist blogs by Loosefemme.) In addition to promoting the book on her own site, the 

author can also pitch and write articles and/or guest blogs for other sites (such as those 

cited above).  

Armstrong has personal connections at several websites and magazines that would 

be a great fit for BECOMING MARY RICHARDS, including:  

Josh Wolk, entertainment editor at New York Magazine 

Bill McCleary, producer at Premiere Radio  

Margaret Aro, producer at Good Morning America 

Erin Carlson, editor of Yahoo’s The Famous blog 

David Blaustein, entertainment reporter on ABC Radio 

Kim Potts, blogger at TVSquad 

Heather Wood Rudúlph, L.A. editor at AOL 

Michael Slezak, senior editor at TVLine 

Alynda Wheat, critic at People 

Anna Davies, editor at Cosmopolitan 

Brian Gianelli, senior editor at Fancast 

Broadcast Media 

Media appearances on shows that focus on similar topics would reach even more 

You might not have these. I worked for 
years in New York media, so I couldn't help 
but meet people along the way. Focus on the 
unique connections and ideas you bring to 
the project.
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potential readers. Daytime talk shows would help speak directly to female audiences, 

including The View, Ellen, and shows on the Oprah Winfrey Network. Morning news and 

cable shows would also provide the perfect forum for discussing The Mary Tyler Moore 

Show’s continuing resonance and perhaps interviewing some of the cast and crew who 

appear in the book; other key outlets are the TVLand network and Hulu, which could 

provide partnership opportunities for marathon viewing and discussions. Armstrong has 

contacts at The Today Show, Good Morning America, The View, ABC Radio, and 

Headline News. She has also provided expert on-air commentary about pop culture to the 

likes of The Today Show, NPR, CNN, VH1, Headline News, MSNBC, and ABC. Recent 

appearances have included: 

Fox Good Day NY, 8/27/09:  discussing Emmy predictions.  

WNYC Radio, “The Takeaway,” 2/11/10: talking about the Super Bowl being the 

most watched of all time.  

HLN Prime News, 2/17/10: discussing the controversy surrounding Family Guy’s 

mocking of Sarah Palin’s son for having Downs Syndrome.  

HLN Showbiz Tonight, 4/7/10: discussing Tina Fey’s return to SNL, and the ratings 

battle between Dancing with the Stars and American Idol.   

EXTRA, 4/13/10: discussing Conan O’Brien’s new show on TBS.  

CNN Showbiz Tonight, 5/27/10:  discussing American Idol.   

CBS Early Show, 7/13/10: analyzing Miley Cyrus and what her leaving Hannah 

Montana means for her career.  

If you have this, great; if not, focus on 
other experience and knowledge you 
bring to this.
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Showbiz Tonight, 8/3/10: talking about the latest American Idol news. 

(http://edition.cnn.com/TRANSCRIPTS/1004/07/sbt.01.html) 

The Insider, 9/8/10: talking about reality TV.  

Extra, 9/9/10: talking about the new season of Grey’s Anatomy.  

Showbiz Tonight, 10/20/10: commenting on the Glee GQ photo shoot and Sarah 

Palin. (http://transcripts.cnn.com/TRANSCRIPTS/1010/21/sbt.01.html) 

ABC News Radio, 1/11/11: reflecting on the 40th anniversary of All in the Family. 

ABC News Radio, 1/21/11: discussing MTV’s Skins controversy. 

NPR, 11/1/10: on her book, Why? Because We Still Like You. 

(http://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=130979892) 

Author Magazine, 1/11: on the book. 

(http://www.authormagazine.org/interviews/interview_page_j_armstrong.htm) 

And many others 

Social Media 

As noted, the author runs a blog, www.SexyFeminist.com, as well as her own site, 

www.JenniferMArmstrong.com, and will use both to promote BECOMING MARY 

RICHARDS. She will also use her Twitter stream, and SexyFeminist’s, to promote the 

book along with the website. Together, those streams’ account for approximately 1,200 

followers, including: 

• Feminist blogger for the SF Gate Margot Magowan

• Bestselling author Karen Quinn

(Now 
JenniferKArmstrong.c
om!)

Naturally, you'll want to highlight particularly 
prominent or popular followers.
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• RoleReboot, a blog about changing gender roles

• International Women’s Day

• The Women’s Museum

• Dozens of TV bloggers and pop culture geeks

• Author and blogger Jami Attenberg

• PrettyYoungProfessional.com

• Wayne Hurlbert, host of BlogTalkRadio

• Matt Mitovich, editor-at-large, TVLine

• Women’s Power Hub

Endorsements 

The following people, with whom the author is connected, may provide blurbs for 

BECOMING MARY RICHARDS: 

Tina Fey (30 Rock, Bossypants) 

Sarah Dunn (TV writer, Murphy Brown, Spin City, Veronica’s Closet; also author 

of The Big Love, Secrets to Happiness) 

Mary Birdsong (actress, author, playwright; Reno 911, 99 Cent Whore, Love, Loss 

and What I Wore)  

Gavin Edwards (contributor to Rolling Stone and author of pop culture 

compendium Is Tiny Dancer Really Elton’s Little John?) 

Mickey Rapkin (GQ editor and author of Pitch Perfect and Theater Geek) 

Sheila Weller (Girls Like Us) 

Think of this as a reasonable wish list. Aim high, but have some rationale 
for why you might be able to get this person. For instance, my marquee 
name here: I had interviewed her several times while at Entertainment 
Weekly and at least had channels through which to make the ask.
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Mark Harris (Pictures at a Revolution) 

Ken Tucker (Entertainment Weekly TV critic and author of 100 Things to Love 

and Hate About TV) 

Patrick Sean Smith (executive producer/creator of Greek) 

Mark Schwahn (executive producer/creator of One Tree Hill) 

Aaron Martin (executive producer of Being Erica) 

Speaking Engagements/Personal Appearances 

Author Jennifer Armstrong can organize her own readings, seminars, and panel 

discussions about Mary Richards’ continuing influence on modern women, pop culture, 

and television. 

Production Details 

Length: 80,000 words 

Delivery date: Late Summer 2012 

Photos: 8- or 16-page color photo insert with archival and behind-the-scenes photos of 

cast and crew (budget: $5,000 for photo rights) 

This is basically just code for: Yes, I will work my ass off to promote this book, and I have ideas for 
doing so.
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Cast of Characters/Interview Targets 

The following cast members, writers, crew, and modern pop culture figures influenced by 

Mary Richards would feature prominently in the narrative, via fresh, original, and 

exclusive interviews in addition to historical research: 

• Mary Tyler Moore

• James L. Brooks (co-creator)

• Allan Burns (co-creator, ORIGINAL INTERVIEW INCLUDED IN

SAMPLE)

• Norman Lear (creator, All in the Family, Maude)

• Marlo Thomas (producer/star, That Girl)

• Sonny Curtis (singer/songwriter who penned the iconic theme song, “Love Is

All Around”)

• Valerie Harper (Rhoda)

• Cloris Leachman (Phyllis)

• Betty White (Sue Ann)

• Grant Tinker (Moore’s ex-husband and producing force behind The Mary Tyler

Moore Show)

• Ed Asner (Mr. Grant)

• Treva Silverman (writer, ORIGINAL INTERVIEW INCLUDED IN

SAMPLE)

• Marilyn Suzanne Miller (writer)

• Gail Parent (writer)

This only makes sense for certain kinds of books. I did it 
to give agents and editors a clear, visual sense of the 
people I would be approaching and highlighting.
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• Marjorie Mullen (director)

• Susan Silver (writer)

• Jenna McMahon (writer)

• Monica McGowan Johnson (writer)

• Gloria Banta (writer)

• Patricia Nardo (writer)

• Leslie Hall (costume designer)

• Dorothy Aldworth (script supervisor)

• Rosemary Dorsey (script supervisor)

• Marge Mullen (script supervisor)

• Lisa Gerritsen (Bess)

• Julie Kavner (Rhoda; now the voice of Marge on The Simpsons)

• Anne Meara (Rhoda)

• Oprah Winfrey (fan)

• Tina Fey (fan)

• Joan Jett (fan)

• Sarah Jessica Parker (fan)

• Michael Patrick King, executive producer, Sex and the City (fan)

• Calista Flockhart (fan)

• Julia Louis-Dreyfus (fan)

• Candice Bergen (fan)

• Rivers Cuomo, lead singer of Weezer (fan)
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• Martha Plimpton (fan; now Leachman’s co-star on Raising Hope) 

• Sandra Bullock (fan; recently White’s co-star in The Proposal) 

• The female writers for Saturday Night Live and Sex and the City 
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Chapter Summaries 

INTRODUCTION: WHAT IT MEANS TO BE MARY RICHARDS [Included] 

Any modern woman who’s made it after all owes a debt to Mary Richards. We can date 

around without settling down, realize our professional dreams, show our vulnerabilities, 

and toss our hats in the air to celebrate it all—while still being considered “good” girls—

because of this reluctant feminist icon. A brief overview of Mary’s key traits and lasting 

effects on modern women. 

PART ONE: THE BEGINNING 

CHAPTER ONE: MAKING AN ICON [included] 

Here, we look at the major ingredients that went into the future Mary Richards. Mary 

Tyler Moore herself, known best then as the ingénue wife Laura Petrie on The Dick Van 

Dyke Show, had been struggling to find her place in Hollywood since that hit ended; 

she’d just divorced her first husband and married TV executive Grant Tinker, who was 

determined to get his wife a hit show of her own. Writer-producers James L. Brooks and 

Allan Burns were working on the acclaimed but low-rated high school drama Room 222 

when Tinker came to them with a hush-hush plan to develop a vehicle for Moore. 

Dedicated to maintaining their artistic integrity, they came up with the idea for her to play 

a 30-something divorcée. CBS network suits, however, wanted more of a Doris Day or 

Lucille Ball vibe. Thus Mary became a woman who’d left a non-committal boyfriend to 

This is where you start doing what you came to do! Chapter Summaries give the clearest, 
most detailed idea thus far as to what this book will actually be like. 
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start over. Southern singer-songwriter Sonny Curtis came along with a pitch-perfect 

theme that asked, “How will you make it on your own?”—and the Mary Richards we’d 

come to know was captured in song. All she needed was a beret.  

CHAPTER TWO: THAT GIRL BEFORE MARY 

A flashback to That Girl, the single-girl show before The Mary Tyler Moore Show, 

starring the similarly sweet, dark-haired, petite, well-dressed Marlo Thomas. This chapter 

explores a brief history of that 1966-71 show, which followed a similar path: It was 

developed by writers from The Dick Van Dyke Show, though Thomas herself created the 

character through her Daisy Productions, and she insisted on ending the series with her 

character engaged, but not married—her attempt to draw the line and express some 

feminist principles. (Yes, this was considered progress then.) So why didn’t poor Ann 

Marie become a lasting feminist icon?  

PART TWO: THE INFLUENCE AND THE INFLUENCED 

CHAPTER THREE: “IT WAS WONDERFUL TO HAVE COMPANY, TO BE ABLE 

TO TALK ABOUT WOMEN THINGS” 

What happens when a group of mostly male producers decides to create a show about a 

single lady? They have to hire female writers. Or at least Brooks and Burns, sticklers for 

authenticity, did. “In fact, it was quite a major thing that The Mary Tyler Moore Show 

would hire so many women writers,” Treva Silverman says. “Jim and Allan were not 

This was eliminated from the final product in favor of more 
focus on The Mary Tyler Moore Show itself.
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only open to it, but really looking to see if they could break the stupid prejudice that, ‘Oh, 

women aren’t funny.’” The result? The most female comedy writing staff of its time, 

stocked full of fearless, fabulous single women. We meet them, the female CBS 

executive who put her job on the line to save the show, and even a female director or two. 

We also hear from the future pop cultural forces who were watching at the time as girls 

and young women: Tina Fey, Julia Louis-Dreyfus, and female writers from Saturday 

Night Live and Sex and the City reflect on their girlhoods in the 1970s, how the show fit 

into their lives, and why watching a show about a woman written by funny women 

helped them become who they are today. [NOTE: This structure will continue through 

the next four chapters about fashion, singlehood, sex, and the workplace.] 

CHAPTER FOUR: “UNMARRIED AND UNWORRIED” 

The Mary Tyler Moore Show became a phenomenon of its time, but it wasn’t easy. In a 

preview of the series before it aired, TV Guide sniped that Mary Richards was “unmarried 

and getting a little desperate about it.” As the show grew in popularity, however, the 

magazine changed its tune: “Thirty-three, unmarried and unworried—Mary is the 

liberated woman’s ideal.” Soon the show was earning endless critics’ accolades and 

Emmy nominations. Even the writers themselves became the subjects of publicity in the 

likes of The Hollywood Reporter, TV Guide, and Mademoiselle. This chapter looks at the 

impact of all the hype on the people who made Mary, and the massive cultural 

reverberations her singleness had on the likes of Tina Fey, the future Liz Lemon, and 

Candice Bergen, the future Murphy Brown. 

Plot altert! Here's an obstacle!
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CHAPTER FIVE: THE WORKPLACE FAMILY 

Some of the show’s most memorable moments came from Mary’s increasingly intimate 

interactions with her co-workers—a makeshift family that made being a single, working 

woman look awfully warm, cozy, safe, and even domestic. Ted’s wedding, Lou’s dates 

(with Sue Ann, with the much older lady he takes to an awards ceremony, and eventually 

with Mary), Mary’s time in jail with a sweet prostitute cellmate, and the hilarious funeral 

of Chuckles the Clown all became instant-classic TV episodes. A nostalgic look at some 

of the highlights and how they came together behind the scenes, and how they inspired 

future luminaries like Katie Couric and Oprah Winfrey. 

CHAPTER SIX: “PEOPLE WERE SCREWING AROUND” 

As realistic and relatable as The Mary Tyler Moore Show was—thanks in no small part to 

the women on staff—it still didn’t come close to reflecting the wilder side of life in the 

’70s, not even that of many of the women on its writing team. “There was such a 

disconnect between what was happening in real life and what was happening on 

television,” Silverman says. “So as we’re sitting writing The Mary Tyler Moore Show, at 

night there are middle-class respectable types having key parties, experimenting with 

group sex. People were screwing around. There was nothing shameful about it. It was so 

incredibly wonderful.” Oh, and that screwing around included even the guys who were 

trying to stop their show from pushing the boundaries: “In my various adventures as a 

single woman, I’ve only had one time in my whole life when I started an affair with 

These specifics also give us a hit of nostalgia—
i.e., feeling—for the target audience.
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someone and found out later that he was secretly married,” Silverman says. “And he was 

a standards and practices guy. So much for standards and practices.” This chapter looks at 

the ways the ladies’ lives influenced—and went far beyond the bounds of—The Mary 

Tyler Moore Show. It was Sex and the City, the ’70s version; Joan Jett, Weezer’s Rivers 

Cuomo, and The Sex and the City writers themselves weigh in on how Mary’s femininity 

and sexuality influenced their own lives. 

CHAPTER SEVEN: THE BERET WAS JUST THE BEGINNING 

Mary Richards became a fashion icon almost instantly, and not just because of the 

famous beret. Her wardrobe was enviable, classic, and timeless—plaid skirts, turtleneck 

sweaters, button-down blouses, slacks, and shirt-dresses, rather than the trendy disco, 

hippy, and punk stylings of the time. MTM Enterprises and costume designer Leslie Hall 

worked with affordable, ready-to-wear line Evan Picone to craft Mary’s wardrobe as both 

realistic and widely available to regular women. To remain extra-“real,” Mary Richards 

even wore the same pieces several times throughout a season. As a result, fans bought 

berets and trapeze dresses with the same zeal they’d once bought Laura Petrie-like capri 

pants. Her apartment, too, became the gold standard of studios, the giant M on her wall a 

symbol of her single freedom. We look into the fashion and set-design that generations of 

women would emulate, and talk to her fashion-plate cultural descendants, such as Calista 

Flockhart and Sarah Jessica Parker. These kinds of sentences throughout, usually at the end of a given chapter 
summary, paint a bigger-picture idea of the entire chapter's arc. It gets tiring 
and feels repetitive, but they're essential. 
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PART THREE: TV’S OTHER WOMEN 

CHAPTER EIGHT: WHO COULD TURN THE WORLD ON WITH HER 

CONTROVERSY? 

In September 1972, two years after Mary first hit the airwaves, All in the Family producer 

Norman Lear moved into feminist territory with Maude. Bea Arthur played the title 

character, an outspoken liberal who was the anti-Mary Richards. She was married and 

older, ranted about women’s rights and other causes, and got a precedent-shattering 

abortion during her first season on the air. This chapter looks at Maude’s effects on Mary: 

Lear’s bombastic taboo-breaking allowed Mary’s writers more leeway with the network, 

prompting a gay storyline (though that still gave the network brass the jitters) and a 

beloved episode in which Mary asks for a raise so her pay equals that of her male 

predecessor. “Now,” writer Ed Weinberger said at the time, “she’s aggressively feminine 

instead of passively feminine. … Instead of just reacting shyly to everyone else, the Mary 

character now yells at people and fights back. Instead of the every-hair-in-place Mary, 

she sometimes is even made to look lousy—which all women do occasionally. In one 

segment, everything was going wrong for Mary Richards that week. So she had a red 

nose from a cold, the make-up man put bags under her eyes, her hair was askew, her 

dress didn’t fit her. That’s almost unheard of in television.” There was no doubt that 

Maude and Mary affected each other; the female writers from the two shows comingled, 

sharing thoughts, ideas, and parties. Some even worked on both shows.  Note that throughout the chapter 
summaries, there's real research at 
play. 
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CHAPTER NINE: THE OTHER LADIES MAKE IT, PART 1 

While every character held his or her own on The Mary Tyler Moore Show, fully realized 

females ruled on this show like no show before it. Mary’s caustic best friend, Rhoda 

(Valerie Harper), and her know-it-all landlady, Phyllis (Cloris Leachman), broke out as 

fan favorites, brilliant twists on female archetypes—Rhoda the too-smart-for-the-guys-

who-reject-her single gal, Phyllis the too-perfect wife and mother. (“Phyllis is everything 

that the Ladies’ Home Journal said we were supposed to be,” Leachman said, “chauffeur, 

psychologist, chef, hostess, whore in the bedroom.”) But the actresses who portrayed 

them proved just as complicated: Harper was struggling with body image issues just like 

her character, but also constantly advocating for feminism on the set; Leachman, a 

mother of five, was going through a divorce, while her Method Acting made the crew’s 

jobs difficult but the end product spectacular. Here, we look at these women, and what 

their characters meant to the women who wrote and watched them.  

CHAPTER TEN: “NEW YORK, THIS IS YOUR LAST CHANCE” 

Rhoda and Phyllis both got their own spinoffs, though Rhoda, which featured the title 

character’s move back home to Manhattan, was far more successful. In fact, Rhoda even 

beat Mary Tyler Moore in the ratings during its first season on the air, 1974-75, 

solidifying Rhoda Morgenstern as an icon in herself—albeit the iconic best friend. Mary 

and Rhoda made the October 1974 cover of Time as “Funny Girls.” Rhoda even got her 

Throughout, we have characters with 
specific traits and struggles.
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own signature accessory: the headscarf. And she got her own set of accomplished female 

writers, some Mary Tyler Moore Show veterans, others brand new. Here, we witness the 

emancipation of Rhoda, from married to—yes—divorced. And living in New York, no 

less. Rhoda set the standard for sidekicks, wisecracking women, Jewish characters, New 

Yorkers, and artsy style. 

CHAPTER ELEVEN: THE OTHER LADIES MAKE IT, PART 2 

Phyllis’ and Rhoda’s departures made room for even more hilarious female characters to 

enter Mary’s world. Introducing oversexed happy homemaker Sue Ann (Betty White) 

and guileless Georgette (Georgia Engel). Both represented their own unique strain of 

women’s liberation: Sue Ann, a sly reversal of the sweet “Betty White type,” could cook 

a soufflé but didn’t apologize for her sexual appetites or her bitchy bite. (Best of many 

great lines: “Mary, believe me, I’m proud that you haven’t been disheartened by those 

who murmur that you’ve sacrificed your femininity to your ambition.”) Georgette seemed 

naïve but knew how to put the chauvinistic Ted in his place. (In the Silverman-scripted 

episode in which Georgette meets the vain newscaster, she refuses to go home with him; 

she later learns, with the help of Mary and Rhoda, to refuse Ted’s requests that she do his 

shopping and laundry.) We learn how these characters came to be, how these women 

became stars in their own right, and why Betty White, in particular, endures. 
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PART FOUR: THE LEGACY 

CHAPTER TWELVE: THE GROUP HUG 

Moore, Tinker, and the writers and producers decided to end the show after seven seasons 

on their own terms, hoping to go out with some dignity instead of being canceled. We go 

behind the decision and the making of one of the all-time best series finales, featuring the 

iconic group hug, and explore what happened immediately afterward. Much of the crew 

went directly to the Lou Grant spinoff—a show that may not have built a feminist icon, 

but was as feminist behind-the-scenes as it could be, thanks to star Ed Asner’s conversion 

to full-fledged women’s rights advocate after witnessing Mary Richards’ ascent for seven 

seasons. “I can’t tell to what extent I was an ERA supporter before The Mary Tyler 

Moore Show, but I certainly was one by the end of it,” Asner said, “to such a point that 

my agent brilliantly instituted a contract concerning equal opportunity and progressive 

hiring practices for Lou Grant.” He’d continue his activism, going on, for instance, to 

deliver a tribute to male feminists on NOW’s 20th Anniversary radio broadcast in 1986. 

Moore, meanwhile, struggled to separate her own image from her now-iconic character. 

To most, she would be Mary Richards forever, while the women who wrote her life 

would go on to write for Murphy Brown, The Facts of Life, Saturday Night Live, Square 

Pegs, Soap, and Laverne & Shirley, among other shows; they would write screenplays 

(Romancing the Stone, Confessions of a Teenage Drama Queen), and bestsellers (Sheila 

Levine Is Dead and Living in New York City). Mary Richards would never really die. 
Spinning the history forward and bringing it into the 
present, establishing a legacy—why this still matters.
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CHAPTER THIRTEEN: LOVE IS ALL AROUND 

A bronze Mary Richards now stands in the Nicollet Mall in Minneapolis, perpetually 

throwing her hat in the air—an apt metaphor for Mary’s lasting effect. This chapter looks 

at how she influenced the life trajectories and current work of some of those who grew up 

idolizing her (Tina Fey, Oprah Winfrey, Joan Jett, Sarah Jessica Parker) and the shows 

that emulated hers (Ally McBeal, Sex and the City, 30 Rock, The New Adventures of Old 

Christine). 
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Sample Chapter 

Introduction 

WHAT IT MEANS TO BE MARY RICHARDS 

Laura Petrie seemed impossible to beat. Her cuteness, her sweetness, her fashion, and her 

hair—oh, that hair—represented a dream of domestic 1960s femininity, and America 

showed its love for her and Dick Van Dyke’s Rob Petrie by making The Dick Van Dyke 

Show a smash hit for five seasons. Women showed their love for Laura even more 

specifically, by buying up her signature capri pants and requesting her adorable flip 

hairstyle by the millions. When Mary Tyler Moore won an Emmy for her portrayal of the 

quintessential ’60s woman, she quipped, “I know this will never happen again.” 

And yet, four years later, she found herself not just charming her way back into 

viewers’ hearts, but changing television—and women everywhere—forever. This time, as 

The Mary Tyler Moore Show’s sweet Mary Richards, she was over thirty. She was single. 

She spent the night with men, took the Pill, demanded equal pay, and tossed her beret in 

the air as a symbol of her happy freedom. In the process, she made the world safe for 

unmarried thirty-something women to own their independence and inspired a generation 

of girls to want a career as much as a husband, a great work family as much as their own 

family, and, well, a great work wardrobe, too, full of sensible shift dresses and knee-high 

boots. 

There are no hard rules, but most likely you'll want to do your first chapter or two as samples. By 
definition, that's the easiest way into your story.
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However, the key to Mary Richards’ rise to icon status may have had at least as 

much to do with her decidedly unfeminist—that is, traditionally feminine—traits. She 

struggled to stand up for herself, a trademark waver creeping into her voice at least once 

per episode. She called her overbearing boss Mr. Grant while everyone else called him 

Lou. (She tried once, for an entire episode, to transition to a first-name basis, at his 

request. She couldn’t do it.) She broke out in an exaggerated cry so often, it became her 

signature comedy move. She wore miniskirts. And yet she became TV’s ultimate feminist 

icon for generations to come, with Murphy Brown and Ally McBeal, Oprah Winfrey and 

Tina Fey all citing her as their inspiration.  

As it turned out, this timid, deferent, emotional everywoman made feminism feel 

safe. Sure, she gave us a life and a wardrobe and a sense of independence to which we 

could aspire, but she also made us feel that none of it was out of reach, even if we were 

timid, deferent, emotional, vulnerable, weak, confused, and conflicted sometimes 

ourselves. Just because we were scared to ask for a raise didn’t mean we couldn’t, or 

shouldn’t. Just because our boss made us nervous didn’t mean we couldn’t question his 

decisions. Just because we believed in ourselves didn’t mean we couldn’t keep searching 

for true love. She gave America a new ideal for the 1970s woman—attractive and 

liberated, but also attainable and approachable. Like Breakfast at Tiffany’s Holly 

Golightly before her and Sex and the City’s Carrie Bradshaw long after, she became a 

stealth bomb of feminism, sneaking under the radar with her good looks, great fashion 

sense, and sweet demeanor—exploding into living rooms via television screens, her 

impact disguised by laugh tracks for an unsuspecting mass audience. 
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As a girl born smack in the middle of The Mary Tyler Moore Show’s run, I know 

how important that impact was. My life, in fact, is one big three-decade-plus homage to 

Mary Richards. I spent my formative years watching both The Mary Tyler Moore Show 

and its spin-off, Rhoda, and no one was more influential on my budding ideas about 

womanhood, save, perhaps, my mother. I carried clipboards pretending to be Mary; I 

wore headscarves pretending to be Rhoda. I still get overly excited by office supplies. It’s 

significant that the behavior I was emulating was their work life and fashion sense; no 

longer was I playing “bride” or “princess” or “mom,” I was playing “single career 

woman in her thirties with her own apartment.” 

And you’ll never guess what I grew up to be. That’s right, a single career woman 

in her thirties with her own apartment. It shocked me when, a few years back, I started 

watching reruns of the show from its very beginning on TV Land, and I saw just how 

closely my life had emulated Mary’s. For instance, I hadn’t remembered that in the pilot 

episode, Mary moves to the city and breaks off her longtime relationship with a man 

who’s wrong for her. She chooses to keep looking for the right man even as culture told 

her that was foolish. I had done the same thing. Six years ago now, I broke off my 

engagement to my college sweetheart and started over again with my own place in New 

York. I worked my way up in media, just like Mary—magazines in my case—thanks 

mostly to, yes, my Mary-like spunk. I’d willfully chosen to be Mary Richards instead of 

Laura Petrie. I even use a clipboard at the office.  

Now, I was once again hooked on this show I’d loved as a little girl but hadn’t 

appreciated for all of its nuance before. When I was a child, I saw only a smart, capable 

This approach changed in the final version of the book, but it's 
still notable that this sample demonstrates a clear voice and 
point of view, something agents and editors will look for.
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woman in Mary; now I laughed and cried along with her struggles, and identified with 

that waver in her voice when she stood up for herself despite her nice-girl tendencies. I 

watched the pilot episode dozens of times, lingering on the scene in which Mary’s old 

beau tells her to “take care of herself,” and she holds back tears as she answers, “I think I 

just did.” Every time she said that, she took care of me, too.       

I hadn’t realized it at the time, but the spirit of Mary Richards has been with me 

every step of the way as I shaped the adult life I wanted instead of the one I thought I was 

supposed to have. It’s no coincidence that I’ve since written profiles of two of my 

contemporary idols, Tina Fey and Julia Louis-Dreyfus, both of whom cite Mary as their 

primary role model. Or that I co-founded a website about exactly the kind of feminism 

Mary represents—the kind that stands up for itself, on its own terms, no matter how scary 

that feels. For a television character to have engendered the kind of independent spirit 

that drives an entire generation of women to do everything from leave bad relationships 

to write hit sitcoms is quite something. 

To think she almost never happened. Mary Tyler Moore’s career had seemed 

washed up in the years after The Dick Van Dyke Show. A disastrous Elvis movie called 

Change of Habit (she played a nun who fell in love with him) and a closed-before-it-

opened Broadway version of Breakfast at Tiffany’s were the only major credits to her 

name post-Laura Petrie. Her career seemed all but over until a chance appearance with 

her former TV husband on an hour-long musical special, Dick Van Dyke and the Other 

Woman, inspired CBS to snap her up for her own show. Still, they had no interest in a 

Mary Richards type. They balked at the idea of a single, childless, thirty-something 
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leading lady; they cited the buttoned-up, traditionally appropriate Lucille Ball and Doris 

Day as role models to emulate with this new venture. They wanted The Second Coming 

of Laura Petrie. The executives predicted her show, if it proceeded with the Mary 

Richards concept, wouldn’t make it past their thirteen-episode contractual commitment to 

it. And when its first official run-through in front of an audience elicited nary a laugh, 

Moore thought they were right. Yet another bad career decision to add to the list. 

Indeed, as the premiere date neared in September 1970, the outlook did not appear 

hopeful. Thanks to CBS executives’ hatred of the edgy premise, the show was stuck in 

the deathly timeslot of 8 p.m. on Tuesdays, before Hee-Haw and against the hit Mod 

Squad and the surefire Don Knotts Show. Early on-air promos focused on Mary Tyler 

Moore’s known-commodity name and face without showing any scenes from the show or 

hinting at its plot. A pre-season preview in TV Guide snapped that Mary Richards was 

“30-ish, unmarried, and getting a little desperate about it. … At work, Mary has to 

function in the man’s world of an irascible producer, a flaky newswriter, and a 

narcissistic newscaster. … At home, she’s surrounded by women, but they’re no bargain, 

either. One is a man-crazy klutz named Rhoda Morgenstern and another is a busybody 

with an 11-year-old monster for a daughter. This is Middle America?” 

But Mary’s fate started to change when a few minor adjustments to the script 

made for a great pilot taping—namely, luring viewers into liking Rhoda more—with way 

more laughter from the audience than that first run-through. Then when new CBS 

president Robert D. Wood saw a screening of the show late in the summer of 1970, just 

before the season was about to begin, he fell in love and gave Mary a prime (at that time) 
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Saturday-night timeslot instead, in the lineup with My Three Sons and Mission: 

Impossible. 

And the good part was only just starting. In its shiny new timeslot, the show 

premiered to great reviews and solid ratings. In the season to come, viewers would cozy 

up to the cast full of some of TV’s greatest characters of all time: Mary’s caustic best 

friend Rhoda Morgenstern, know-it-all landlady Phyllis Lindstrom, gruff boss Lou Grant, 

pompous newscaster Ted Baxter, and disgruntled newswriter Murray Slaughter. But 

Mary remained the center, the reason fans tuned in every week. The secret of her success 

lay not just in the subtle, character-driven comedy instincts of Brooks and Burns, but also 

the large pool of female writers who helped to shape Mary Richards. She was a truly 

modern woman, not just because of her sexual liberation. In fact, Moore once told TV 

Guide, “I feel strongly that sex is a private thing not to be shared with an audience—or 

even with friends.” She dated quite a bit, kissed many men, and spent the night with a 

few, but her message went beyond the bedroom: Mary made decisions for herself, 

respected herself, and demanded respect from others without being overly girlish or 

overbearing. Unlike That Girl before her or Maude after, Mary Richards was who 

everyone wanted to be.  

This book will tell the story behind the making of a feminist role model for the 

ages. It will chronicle the behind-the-scenes tales of Mary Richards’ famous crying jags, 

her dating woes, her professional triumphs, and her terrible parties, all through the 

memories of those who wrote and lived them. It will trace how Mary’s trajectory toward 

iconhood affected those who created her and those who watched. It will show what it was 

An introduction or otherwise first chapter pretty much needs this part that begins something 
like, "This book will ..." You'll need to lay out your thesis/mission statement clearly.
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like to “become” Mary Richards—for those women writers, for Moore herself, and for 

every one of us who fantasized about becoming Mary. 
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Sample Chapter 

Chapter 1 

MAKING AN ICON 

Mary Richards’ life began in a room full of men. It was 1969, after all. And it 

began with one dreaded word: DIVORCE. It was almost the ’70s, after all.  

Producer-writers James L. Brooks and Allan Burns were sitting in the middle of a 

room at CBS’ headquarters in New York, known as Black Rock, surrounded by black-

paneled walls and shadowy network executives, the lights in the ceiling burning into the 

tops of their heads. “It was like something out of Kafka,” Burns recalls, “like an 

intimidation room.” The two men were charged with creating a sitcom for Mary Tyler 

Moore, known for her endearing portrayal of the ultimate wife, Laura Petrie, on The Dick 

Van Dyke Show. They had flown across the country from Los Angeles with Moore’s 

business manager, Arthur Price, to share their vision for the new series with 

programming executive Mike Dann and his colleagues. They’d just pitched their concept 

for her new character to the network brass, who’d already committed to featuring the 

luminous star in their fall 1970 lineup. 

The word “divorced” now hung in the thickening air. “You want to divorce 

Mary?” an executive asked, incredulous. 

“Yes.”  

A silence. 

Given that my introduction leaned heavily on 
personal experience and major overview, I wanted 
to show some story before it was over. For this I 
needed a substantial narrative first chapter to go 
with the intro.
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Then, the onslaught of objections. “The audience will think she divorced Dick 

Van Dyke!” 

The producers had a prepared response: We’ll show her husband. He’ll be a 

character. He’ll be nothing like Dick Van Dyke. We promise. 

“Why not make her more like Doris Day or Lucille Ball?” 

Doris Day, they explained, was a forty-eight-year-old woman somehow playing 

an ingénue. That might have flown once, in the ’60s, but it was hardly the way to make a 

statement at the beginning of a new decade. And Lucy, well, she was a national treasure 

who could do what she pleased and still draw an audience. Brooks and Burns wanted 

reality with this show. Funny reality, but reality. (“At the time we started,” Brooks said, 

“every other show was restricted to plastic, Protestant, virginal people.”) A thirty-three-

year-old divorced woman would be relatable to a lot of people currently going through … 

“Why do you have to say her age?” another executive wondered. “You don’t have 

to say it.” 

But, the producers replied, they wanted to. If she’s 33, and single, and divorced, 

isn’t that more interesting than …? 

“Our research says American audiences won’t tolerate divorce in a lead of a series 

any more than they will tolerate Jews, people with mustaches, and people who live in 

New York.” 

There was no logical response to this, except, perhaps, to note that she would be 

none of the other three. (That her future best friend would be a Jewish woman from New 

York was a discussion for another time.) The writers—who’d launched a groundbreaking 
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African-American lead as the teacher on their show Room 222 and fought for a black 

student character in the pilot as well—refused to back down. “The network strongly 

implied that if we did this, we weren’t long for this world,” Burns says. “They’d honor 

the thirteen-episode commitment. But they did have the power to put us on or take us off 

at the end of it.” 

As Brooks, Burns, and Price turned to leave, Dann asked Price to stay behind. 

“Arthur,” he said, “there are a few business things I’d like to discuss if the guys want to 

wait outside for you.” Once the door closed, he had only one item of business: “Get rid of 

those guys. They’re going to kill this show.” 

 But Moore and her producing partner husband, Grant Tinker, stuck with Brooks 

and Burns anyway. In return, Brooks and Burns came up with a compromise of sorts: 

Mary would still be single. And, alas, still thirty-three. But she would be coming to the 

city—Minneapolis, they decided, to get away from the L.A. cliché (and the hated-by-

research New York)—to start over after a major breakup with a longtime boyfriend who 

refused to propose, even after she’d supported him through medical school. “She had 

kind-of maybe lived with him, which was implied,” Burns says. “At her age, and with the 

fact that she was quote-unquote supporting him, you put two and two together. We loved 

that CBS, in turning down divorce, had settled for living in sin.” 

Mary was starting to take shape. But she would become more than the sum of her 

age, hometown, and (lack of) marital status. She was a little of all the forces that sculpted 

and defined the future role model to millions of women:  

This sample chapter is powered largely by a great 
phone interview with Burns, supplemented with 
research.
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MARY TYLER MOORE 

She’d played Happy Hotpoint, a teenage elf twirling atop Hotpoint appliances in a 

series of 1950s TV ads. Her shapely legs and disembodied voice (no other part of her was 

featured) were seen and heard as the telephone receptionist on Richard Diamond, Private 

Detective in the late ‘50s. But nothing displayed the full complement of Mary Tyler 

Moore’s charms better than the breakout role of Laura Petrie. 

Dick Van Dyke’s goofily gallant character, TV writer Rob Petrie, had chosen a 

dreamgirl to be his mate and the mother to his freckled young son, Richie. With her 

flipped brunette bob, wide brown eyes, and blinding smile, she’d make any man happy to 

come home to 148 Bonnie Meadow Road, New Rochelle, New York. The stay-at-home 

mom endeared herself to audiences, thanks to her mix of wifeliness and vulnerability. 

She was no perfect June Cleaver—she could be overprotective, insecure (see: episode 

when she dyes her hair blond to keep Rob’s attention), and even a little whiny at times. 

But the Petries’ problems only rose to the should-we-leave-Richie-with-a-babysitter-if-

he’s-sick level. Laura kept things running smoothly at home, and looked great doing it. 

You’d never catch June Cleaver igniting a capri-pants trend with her exposed calves. 

Speaking of those famed legs, Laura swiped her fair share of traits directly from 

Moore once she was cast (after producers had sifted through sixty other would-be Lauras, 

convinced they’d never find the right one). Laura was a former U.S.O. dancer, just as 

Moore was a trained dancer. Her son’s name was Richie, just as Moore’s young son’s 

was. Her maiden name was Meeker, a tribute to Moore’s real-life husband, Richard 

Meeker, whom she’d married at just eighteen in 1955. When Moore divorced him during 

I dropped the subheds in the final version, but I think they're helpful for organization and 
orientation in this context. 
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the first season of the show, Laura’s maiden name mysteriously morphed to Meehan. 

Moore married Tinker a year later. 

For a while after Dick Van Dyke ended in 1964, it looked as if Moore would be 

known only as the woman who played Laura Petrie. It wasn’t for lack of trying. While 

Van Dyke found instant movie success in the likes of Mary Poppins and The Comic, she 

made a series of career moves that looked great on paper but fizzled in practice. First 

there was her co-starring role opposite none other than Elvis—but that was in the widely 

panned Change of Habit, in which she played an undercover nun in love with a doctor 

played by Presley. (Yes, really.) Then she headlined a Broadway musical version of 

Breakfast at Tiffany’s, which looked like a sure shot with a costar like Richard 

Chamberlain and a playwright like Edward Albee involved. But it closed before it even 

officially opened, with published reports describing one preview audience as “alternately 

bored and shocked.” She later said, “I told everybody that doing Breakfast at Tiffany’s 

had strengthened and enriched me and that I had developed valuable scar tissue to make 

me tougher. Except none of that was true.” The fact that anyone considered her for the 

tricky role of Holly Golightly, however, did presage her greatest role to come, indicating 

her Hepburnesque ability to mix good girl with a little bit of bad.  

At the time, that was hardly consolation. The tumble down the Hollywood food 

chain was hard for Moore to handle. “I’ll never forget going to a movie premiere,” she 

said, “and being shoved out of the way by a screaming mob of photographers. ‘Step 

aside, lady,’ said one of them, ‘here comes Marlo Thomas.’” TV Guide hinted that Moore 

wished to come back to TV but “the industry now found it all too easy to believe that 
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Mary wasn’t really all that zingy but had merely ridden to her Emmys on the coattails of 

Dick Van Dyke.” But with the one-two punch of the Van Dyke special in 1969 and the 

deal her powerful husband had secretly brokered for her with CBS, she could declare 

herself back in the TV business, in a big way. She would, in fact, now be a producer, co-

founding MTM Enterprises with Tinker. Its first project would be The Mary Tyler Moore 

Show.  

As the producers she and Tinker had hired for Mary Tyler Moore started 

conceiving Mary Richards, they would often think: What would Laura Petrie be like now 

if she were divorced and single (and childless)? This made more sense than you might 

think, as Laura came into her own later in life: In the 2004 Dick Van Dyke reunion movie, 

Laura and Rob had moved to Manhattan so she could run her own dance studio. “The 

character [of Mary Richards] wasn’t that evolved from what Mary had been on the Van 

Dyke Show,” Burns says. “We knew what her strengths and vulnerabilities would be.” 

Those were, in a sense, one and the same: She was a great tremble-voiced talker and a 

dramatic sobber: “Mary’s the world’s best crier. The funniest crier I’ve ever seen. We 

knew we had to use that.” 

BROOKS & BURNS 

Mary Richards might never have existed if not for some otherwise forgotten 

Hollywood party in the mid-’60s. There, James L. Brooks, an out-of-work documentary 

writer, met mid-level TV producer Allan Burns, who soon helped secure his new friend a 

gig writing for My Mother the Car. 
I tried to give as clear a picture as possible that I would have new stories to tell 
from behind the scenes of the show, with lots of narrative potential.
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Brooks went on to write episodes of That Girl, The Andy Griffith Show, and My 

Three Sons before being hired as a staffer on the short-lived comedy My Friend Tony. 

That same year, 1969, he created Room 222, a groundbreaking series about an African-

American high school teacher played by Lloyd Haynes, only the second black lead 

character in TV history. His old pal Allan Burns became one of his first hires for the 

staff.  

Burns had gotten his start in animation, working on Rocky and Bullwinkle and 

George of the Jungle, even creating the immortal Cap’n Crunch character for Quaker 

Oats. He’d since partnered with producer Chris Hayward to create The Munsters and to 

work together as story editors on the one-season-wonder (but Emmy-winning) romantic 

comedy He & She and on the detective farce Get Smart. Burns had planned to leave 

television for a screenwriting career but was lured back to the tube by Brooks’ pilot script 

for Room 222. “I was resisting working on Jim’s show,” Burns recalls, “but when I saw 

the pilot, I said, I have to be a part of this. It was so good.” 

The two made an unlikely-looking pair. Brooks was a thirty-year-old hippie-ish 

artsy type, his beard and beads belying his past life as a CBS News copywriter in New 

York. Burns was a clean-cut thirty-five-year-old with dark, meticulous, side-parted hair 

and Buddy Holly glasses. But they had the kind of working chemistry that won Emmys, 

and soon attracted the attention of Grant Tinker.  

After Burns’ second secret lunch with Tinker—who was, as vice president of 

Twentieth Century Fox, something like his boss’ boss’ boss—Burns got a phone call 
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from his fellow executive producer, Brooks. “Have you been talking to Grant at all?” his 

partner asked. 

Burns took his chances that the curious tone in Brooks’ voice meant this was no 

accusation of treason. “As a matter of fact, I have,” Burns replied, still playing it cool. 

“What do you think he’s getting at?” Brooks asked, then answered his own 

question: “I think Mary’s gonna do a TV series and he’s feeling us out.”  

They conference-called Tinker and forced his hand: “Mary’s doing another show, 

right?” 

The executive gulped, then confessed. “Yeah. We’ve made a deal. But not at 

Fox.” As it turned out, Moore had signed on for thirteen episodes with CBS, which 

jumped at her resurgent star power without even the faintest hint of a premise. Surely 

they’d figured Tinker would hire someone like the venerable writer-producer Carl Reiner, 

who’d made Moore into a star as the most traditional of women on Van Dyke. Obviously 

she’d do a show in the vein of Lucille Ball’s Here’s Lucy or The Doris Day Show, both 

CBS shows about lovable mothers.  

Instead, Tinker had recruited Brooks and Burns, writers known for their Emmy 

wins, critical lauds, and realistic approach to high-school issues on Room 222, not for 

their ability to court the masses with middlebrow fare. The duo arrived at Moore and 

Tinker’s Hollywood Hills home with a bold idea, and some trepidation. “Mary came 

down these movie-star stairs, and we were a little abashed,” Burns recalls. “But Mary 

was never the movie star. She never played that card.” Better yet, when they finally told 

her their plan—her character, they felt, should be divorced and starting a new life—she 

I always loved this 
scene.
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loved it. “She was divorced herself,” Burns says. “She had been through that whole thing. 

She thought it was fresh, and we could go so many ways with it. It would bring a new 

dimension to a woman on television—a single woman who was Mary’s age, 33. If we 

played it real, it could be tremendously interesting.” 

And they still managed to make Mary Richards tremendously interesting, even 

after her proposed divorce was downgraded by the network to a breakup. They 

constructed a brave new world for the character with their deft comedic-dramatic touch, 

dedication to character-driven plots, background in news (thank Brooks’ early days 

writing copy at CBS News for Mary’s job as associate producer at WJM), and other 

taboo-shattering ideas. Yes, there would be Jews. A New Yorker. And maybe even a few 

moustaches. Only on guest stars, of course. 

THE SONGWRITER 

Moore’s manager, Arthur Price, contributed another major piece of Mary 

Richards indirectly when he asked the producers, not just out of curiosity, “Do you have 

any ideas on the theme?” Since they were still recovering from doing battle with the 

network and coming up with their living-in-sin compromise, they’d only had time to 

write a brief outline of the show’s pilot, not even a script yet. They were focusing on 

putting words in their hard-won character’s mouth, not thinking about the tune that might 

play with the opening credits. Always looking for an opportunity for one of his many 

clients, Price, however, was thinking ahead. It just so happened he’d passed the series 

outline onto one of them, a singer-songwriter named Sonny Curtis.  

I absolutely adore this part of the story. The theme song is iconic, truly, and its origins are more 
fun than they have any right to be.
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Recalls Burns: “He said, ‘There’s this guy who used to be with Buddy Holly. 

He’s a songwriter and he plays guitar. He’s written something I think is pretty good.’ We 

thought, That’s kind-of putting the cart before the horse, but okay. So this Texas farmboy 

guy, he came and sat in this little tiny office we had before we were in production. This is 

before we moved to the studio. He comes in, he sits down, and takes his guitar out. He 

lays this sheet of paper with the lyrics on it on top of the guitar case, and he sings this 

song. Jim and I looked at each other like, it can’t be this easy. He nailed it. Why should 

the music be that easy? But it was exactly what it became. How this Texas farmboy 

understood this and put it into words was amazing.” 

Now, it was set in song: It was time Mary started living. It was time Mary let 

someone else do some giving. And she certainly was going to have to make it after all. 

All Brooks and Burns had to do was write a character who lived up to every word of 

Curtis’ hopeful, and hopelessly catchy, tune, “Love Is All Around.” 

THE SCRIPT SUPERVISOR & THE LITTLE GIRL 

The script, Brooks and Burns thought, if they did say so themselves, turned out 

pretty well. The cast, they felt, was phenomenal, despite the network suits’ misgivings 

about giving dramatic actor Ed Asner the linchpin role of Mr. Grant. The producers were 

confident he’d be funny when he needed to. 

But the first week of production, things looked bleak. Like, the-network-guys-

were-right, we-are-going-to-kill-this-show bleak. 
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First, the actor they’d hired for just one scene—Angus Duncan, the guy playing 

Mary’s blond, non-Dick-Van-Dyke ex—insulted the script, right in the middle of an early 

run-through. “He thought it was an actor-ish thing to do,” Burns recalls. “He sort-of 

tossed the script aside, and Jim lit into him. This guy sat there, his face getting redder and 

redder, as Jim said, ‘You respect the script. We can replace you.’” He shut up, and they 

let him stay. “He did a pretty good job, actually. Then he had the nerve to say, ‘Can I be a 

recurring character?’ We said, ‘We don’t think so.’” And so it was that Mary’s chances 

of reconciliation with her ex became nil. 

But the fledgling show had bigger problems to come. CBS asked the producers to 

test some new cameras that were twice as bulky as the standard kind for their first, 

preliminary taping in front of an audience. “This was our big chance,” writer-producer 

David Davis said. “We couldn’t make many mistakes, that’s for sure.” And yet the 

problems mounted even before the actors appeared on stage. The folks in the stands 

couldn’t see the actors over the equipment. Then, the air conditioning broke down, so the 

200-member audience and actors were left to swelter in 90-degree July temperatures. The

microphones weren’t working properly. There had been a bomb scare on the lot earlier in 

the day. None of this struck the audience as funny. Neither, it seemed, did the script 

itself. There was nary a chuckle from the seats, and the less the audience reacted, the less 

sure the actors felt. Post-show polling showed Rhoda—who made her entrance from 

Mary’s windowsill, threatening to take our heroine’s new apartment from her—was 

universally hated. Mr. Grant didn’t fare better; he came off as humorless and bullying 
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when he grilled Mary about her religion and marital status at her job interview, then 

ended by telling her, “I hate spunk.”  

Silence filled the studio. “It was the worst night I’ve ever spent at a sitcom,” CBS 

executive and casting director Ethel Winant said. “Nobody laughed.” 

After the disappointed audience left, Burns and Brooks returned to their offices, 

dejected, sweating, and confused, only to find Price, Tinker, the crew and, worse, several 

CBS executives waiting there—about 20 people in all—to point out everything that had 

gone wrong. “That was probably when the network people were at their lowest and 

wished they hadn’t gotten involved at all,” Tinker said. Brooks and Burns begged off on 

the autopsy report, assuring everyone they’d take another hard look at the script and fix 

it. How, they weren’t sure yet. “I had no idea what we were going to do when those 

people left the room,” Brooks said. 

As they analyzed and re-analyzed their script and notes late into the evening, 

Tinker called them from home. “Mary had a fall-apart on the way home,” he reported. 

“She feels her career is going to be on the line. You need to fix this.” It was the testiest, 

the most studio-executive-ish, they’d ever heard their heretofore supportive boss. They 

had one more shot at a real taping of the pilot, but that would be it. If they lost the 

audience that time, the show was as doomed as many had predicted it to be. “I just knew 

that I wanted this to be really good,” Moore later said. 

Soon after Tinker’s ominous phone call, script supervisor Marge Mullen stopped 

by the producers’ office. She had an idea—maybe not the biggest one, but it was 

something. “People don’t seem to like Rhoda,” she said, in a massive understatement. 
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“There’s this little girl who’s Phyllis’ daughter, and if the little girl likes Rhoda, it’ll give 

the audience the opportunity to love her, too.” 

 It was perhaps a better idea than Mullen could have imagined. The only major 

change to the script, when it was time for the official pilot taping, was twelve-year-old, 

pigtailed, chubby-cheeked Lisa Gerritsen, as the perfect daughter to perfect landlady 

Phyllis Lindstrom, saying, “Aunt Rhoda’s really a lot of fun,” as Mary opened the 

curtains in her new apartment to see a harried woman on her balcony in the opening 

scene. Fun Aunt Rhoda herself. This time, the audience roared. “It seemed to be the 

magic bullet,” Burns says. “That scene went through the roof. Jim and I were almost 

afraid to look at each other: Is that laughter we hear? From there on out it just sailed. The 

atmosphere lifted like a helium balloon.” 

 In the next scene, Mary sat down for an interview with her future boss, Mr. Grant. 

He grilled her on her religion and marital status; the audience laughed this time. He 

offered her a drink; the audience laughed this time. “You know what?” he finally said, 

concluding the interview. “You’ve got spunk.” Mary nodded in shy agreement, then he 

delivered the punchline: “I hate spunk!” The audience exploded. And the scene became 

the series’ signature moment. 

 An icon was born, with spunk to spare.  

 

THE LADIES OF THE WRITERS’ ROOM 

 At the Mary Tyler Moore Show’s premiere-night party, the show at last felt like 

the success it was always meant to become—the smash it was about to become. Or at 
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least it felt that way to the producers, who’d defied the network repeatedly and endured a 

disastrous preliminary taping, only to emerge triumphant with an at-least-not-half-bad 

pilot episode and a solid timeslot for their star.  

As the cast and crew mingled, toasting to their survival, Brooks made his way 

over to Treva Silverman, a thirty-year-old with the long, smooth, dark blond hair and 

oversized glasses of a bookworm with edge. She was among the first writers he’d hired 

for the fledgling show since he and Burns wrote the pilot, and the only woman thus far. 

“Ah, here’s an honest face,” he said. “Tell me the truth. Is this just another sitcom?” 

“Another sitcom,” she replied, “wouldn’t have said, ‘I hate spunk.’” The movies, 

she explained, were always congratulating a woman for being spunky, having moxie, in 

this condescending way: “Hey, kid, you got spunk!” Not The Mary Tyler Moore Show. 

“This,” she continued, “is not just another sitcom.” 

Silverman knew of what she spoke. She had been toiling for three years in 

Hollywood, since leaving behind promising careers in writing sketches for the stage and 

playing jazz piano in New York City bars. After coming to Los Angeles four years 

earlier, she’d written scripts for That Girl, The Monkees, and Room 222, all while being 

vastly outnumbered by male colleagues. “Writers would be invited to see pilots so you 

could come up with story ideas,” Silverman recalls of her pre-Mary days. “I would go to 

these pilot screenings, and it was me with trillions of guys with beards.”  

Now that Mary was getting under way, Brooks and Burns were on the lookout for 

even more young female writers to bring depth to Mary’s experience. “There was a 

viewpoint we needed from women who were that age and single,” Burns says. “Treva got 

Treva was my 
second major source 
for this proposal.
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it, and we started naming off other women we knew who we thought would fit into this 

team.” Among them were Susan Silver, a writer for Room 222 and Love, American Style; 

Gail Parent, who’d written for Carol Burnett; and Marilyn Suzanne Miller, who’d written 

for The Odd Couple and The Paul Lynde Show. All were young, single, funny, and hipper 

than anyone Mary ever knew. Silverman knew she’d found her true writing home. She 

told her agent she wanted to work only on scripts for Mary now, instead of freelancing 

elsewhere. “My agent said, ‘Don’t put all your eggs in one basket,’” she says. “But I 

knew this was the only show I wanted to write.” 

She and the other writers—recruited via friends of friends, snatched from the 

male-dominated writing staffs like those Silverman had endured, lured from off-

Broadway—would make Mary one of the most authentic, and emulated, female 

characters to ever hit television. 




